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Purpose of the study
The technological explosion of recent years has had an enormous
impact on the concepts of warfare utilised by our military . The use of
nuclear energy, supersonic aircraft, and guided missiles has considerably
altered the basic structure of our military organisation. Ihe rudimentary
skills that were basic to the conduct of war have been replaced by highly
technical and scientific systems. To operate and maintain these modern
systems both efficiently and effectively, the military has had to concentrate
on recruiting and retaining competent personnel who can be quickly trained
as highly skilled technicians.
Since this explosion was not limited to the military alone and other
segments of the economy were also affected, the military and private industry
were placed in direct competition for the skilled manpower available. The
military has run a poor second in the acquisition of these skills, rrlvate
industry has long realised that major considerations in gathering an
effective work foroe must include attractive incentives. Ibis entails a
wage scale that keeps pace with our changing economy and positive measures
to enhance the prestige of lower and middle management.
The military has encountered many problems in trying to keep its
incentives at the same level as private industry. Many of its highly skilled
technicians have been attracted by the benefits offered in private industry
and have left the service. The military, with a considerable loss in its

2trained and experienced personnel, has utilised a rapid promotion system
to make the service more attractive as a career. Therefore, petty officer
grades have been filled with inexperienced persons who lack the maturity
and qualities of leadership desirable to assume the responsibilities of
these grades. Consequently, these responsibilities have been delegated to
junior commissioned officers. This fact has had a detrimental effect on
the status and prestige of the petty officer.
Today, these problems still remain unremedied. Many of our highly
skilled technicians are leaving the service at the end of their first term
of enlistment for jobs in private industry which are more attractive with
regard to both salary and prestige.
With these problems in mind, this study proposes and examines the
advantages and disadvantages of a new type of enlisted advancement system
for the Navy. The entire structure is proposed to be spaced over a period
of twenty-five years so that a man will be able to continue to advance to
higher levels throughout his career. This system will expand the length
of time spent within each grade so that a man may gain additional experience
before he has to assume the responsibilities of a higher grade. Within
each grade will be step levels, similar to those in the Federal civil
service, at which point a man can achieve a pay increase based on his
technical skill. The system will also have a wage scale that is comparable
to the same levels of responsibility in private industry.
Plan of presentation
The purpose of this study is to propose a Navy advancement system
which will encourage the retention of highly skilled personnel.

3In Chapter I, the problems of retention of highly qualified
personnel are discussed • It Is shown that the military services need to
become more competitive with private Industry In the labor market In order
to retain skilled technicians.
The present advancement system and Its deficiencies are explained
In Chapter II, Among the points brought out In this chapter are that too
rapid advancement produces Inexperienced petty officers, a lack of
comparability In compensation between the military and civilian Industry,
and a need for billet analysis In every rating,
Ihe proposed advancement system and its distinguishing features are
explained in detail in Chapter III, A promotion system for producing
responsible petty officers, a competitive wage scale, and a continuance
rate to produce satisfactory manpower flow within each rating are examined
in this chapter,
Ihe scope of the problem and the methodology utilized in conducting
a survey with regard to the proposed advancement system are discussed in
Chapter IV.
Ihe proposed system is evaluated by analysing the survey which was
conducted with regard to the system in Chapter V,
A general summary with conclusions and recommendations is presented
in the last chapter.

CHAPTER I
THE ENLISTED RETENTION PROBLEM
Developing the Skilled
"There was a time when our readiness could be maintained with fewer
1
hard-to-train technical personnel"; however, today's wars are fought with
exotic weapons systems which must be manned and maintained by highly skilled
technicians, "As we continue to introduce and operate more complex weapons
systems, our critical dependence upon technically proficient, experienced
2
people will become even more pronounced." Developing this type of individual
requires a high quality input to training, an extensive training program,
and a long period of on-the-job training before he can be considered skilled
3
enough to man and maintain a weapon system efficiently and effectively.
A newly trained recruit going into a job as a replacement cannot do the job
as satisfactorily as the man who has several years experience. The more
^•Admiral David Lamar McDonald, "Selected Excerpts from Statement on
Fiscal Tear 1966 Budget before the Defense Subcommittees on Appropriations,"
quoted in Fiscal lear 1966 Department of tho itevy budget Digest , .aval Supply
Office Publication No, 1355 (Philadelphia, Pa.: iiaval Supply Depot, 1966),
P. 19.
2
Paul Henry Nitse, "Statement before the Defense Subcommittee, Jouse
Committee on Appropriations," quoted in Fiscal Tear 1965 Department of the
Navy Budget Digest. Naval Supply Office publication No. 1355 (Philadelphia,
Pa. i .aval Supply Depot, 1965) $ p. 10.
3
•
'Report to the Secretary of Defense by the Defense Advisory Committee
on fTofessional and Technical Compensation for Military Personnel (Washington!




complex the weapon system, the longer the training period must be.
Obtaining a proper return fron a technician who has been trained at one of
the Navy service schools requires a substantial period of productive service.
This retention period is not being realised to any acceptable economic
degree, especially with regard to the technicians who require the more
5
lengthy and costly training,
A recent study conducted on the sonar technician rating, one of the
most critical ratings in the Navy today, illustrates the significance of
this statement. Information gathered from the fleet and sonar school
personnel has indicated that the primary responsibility for maintaining and
operating sonar equipment lies with pay grades 1»5 and £-6. Dae to the
low reenlistment rates, it is within these two grades that the most critical
shortage lies. Most sonar technicians (ST) are third (Ii-*0 or second (£-5)
class petty officers at the end of their first four-year enlistment.
Approximately eighty-five per cent of these men fail to reenlist which leaves
few men available for advancement to second (3-5) and first (£-6) class
In addition to this shortage, the experience level of the personnel
in pay grade £-5 may be insufficient. Die minimum time required for
Everette E, Johnston, Jr., IToilminary Report on identifying
Ootentlon- lelated Variables. A Report to tho U, 3, >&val Personnel Research
Activity (San niego, Calif, j 0, S, Uaval Personnel Research Activity,
'. 1964), p. 1.
^Reoort to the Secretary of defense on Professional and Technical
Compensation for Military Personnel , op. dt.. p. W.
6
tonry C, Rosicky, Sonar technician Rating t General Analysis of
1 SystemsProblem Areas. A Report to the Ilaval Personnel Research Department
(Washington j Personnel Hesearoh laboratory, January, 1966), pp. 3-4.

Iadvancement to S-5 is twenty-seven months; however, approximately three
and a half years are required to attain the formal training and on-the-job
experience necessary to bscocao sufficiently qualified to technically
maintain sonar equipment. Therefore, individuals can advance to the STG2
(Sonar Technician Surface, Second Class) level as much as a year prior to
being fully qualified to perform technical maintenance, (See Appendix A,
Table 1,) At the same time, it is these personnel, in many oases, viho must
perform work for which they do not have the proper amount of experience
due to a lack of experienced personnel at higher grade levels. In fact,
7
many senior sonar men aboard ship are second and third class petty officers,
Because there is insufficient time during the first enlistment to
develop the ability to evaluate visual and audible sonar contact information
and the ability to make accurate classifications, many sonar technicians
do not become proficient within this time. Hence, the job of performing
the work must be assumed by senior petty officers. Since the majority of
sonar technicians do not remain in the Navy, it becomes apparent that the
efficiency of the sonar equipment is not in all instances fully realised
because there are insufficient numbers of skilled petty officers to do the
Job.
"In summary, the Navy's capital investment in ST's is high during
their first few years in the Navy, First term ST's receive considerable
formal and on-the-job training while the service that they provide is
limited both in length and quality. It appears evident that the Navy does
not receive an equitable return on its investment over the first four-year




7that reenlist are able to provide sufficient r©t«pn in services to
8
compensate for the loss sustained on toe 85$ that do not reenlist.
"
Since we live in a relatively free and democratic society, individuals
cannot be compelled to remain in a peacetime anted service any longer than
the minimum length of tine required by law; therefore, the Havy must
attest to retain the skilled and the competent by the use of the laws of
supply and demand. This fact necessitates offering to the men whom the Navy
wishes to retain the benefits and prestige comparable to those found in a
9
civilian Job with the same duties and responsibilities,
detention; Quality not Quantity
The modern military manpower problem in its simplest form is one of
retaining quality and not quantity since total numbers of people available
are not true measures of our defense capability. The Navy has found that it
10
has been hard-pressed in keeping an appropriate supply of skilled manpower,
The man who has acquired military skill of a technical nature during the
period of his first enlistment represents a substantial investment by the
government, "Low retention is expensive. &v&ry man in the Mavy represents
an investment based on the cost of training a replacement, but this is not
the only loss when a man with what we call a 'hard skill 1 leaves the
service, lb the bare training cost must be added a value for his accumulated
experience, his talent in his Job, During 1964, 21,600 men possessing
Ibid ,, p, 6.
^Report to the Secretary of Defense on irofessional and Technical
Compensation for Military Personnel , op. cit. . p. **4.
"
10Ibid ., pp. 5-6»

8critical hard drills left the *laval Service, Our monetary loss was not
only great, bat there wis a concurrent serious effect upon Pleet
readiness."
The return on this investment will be measured by how many of these
qualified and deeirable personnel elect to reenlist. She point of tine in
service that would provide the Savy with the maxinum gain in the development
12
of a quality enlisted force is at the tmX of the first enlistment* This
is not being realised as shown in Appendix A, table 2, Speaking specifically,
tho flavy is interested In retaining the highly skilled technicians ^ho are
so costly to train and are in high demand in civilian industry. Therefore,
the emphasis cannot be placed on the reenllstment of a certain number of
13
men, but rather on the retention of the skilled and the competent, ' this
entails examining individual ratings and determining the number of men
eventually needed to fill the billets at all levels, fly examining the
billets at all levels, a method of planning can be established whereby the
manpower flow in any particular rating can be measured, this would allow
the ;&vy to base its estimate of needed first term retention in each
particular rating on the manpower flow at each level,
the ideal billet strueturs is one with a broad base of billets at
the lower grade levels and a steady decrease of the total number of billets
as the grade levels Increase, this would ideally form a pyramid. It has
been found, however, that the attrition rate of personnel at each grade
11
Admiral McDonald, op. dt„ p, 19,
12
.Report to the Secretary of Defense on Professional and Technical
Compensation for Military Personnel , op. dt .. p. *»57"
^Johnston, op. clt .. p, 1,

9laved is lower then the rata of personnel ready for promotion at each
lower grade level, this leads to what is known in Military Jargon as hump
areas* One solution to this problem would be to ensure that only the
desired amount cf personnel in each grade needed to fill future billet
14
vacancies be reenlisted. A method for accomplishing this will be
investigated in Chapter 3»
Critical Retention Point
At the end of the first tens of enlistment, an enlisted man must make
a major decision. Should he continue in the Navy and make this his life's
career, or should he seek employment in civilian life? A majority of these
men have received valuable training and have become skilled in a useful
trade. Civilian pursuits offer many attractive, immediate and Ions-range
economic rewards, A man must compare the advantages and disadvantages of
one career against the other and thus make his decision, "Attractiveness
of a service career must outweigh inducements to leave the service. Wo must
acknowledge the great savings involved in continuous service by providing
15
most of the benefits afforded to personnel on separation from the service.
"
A Military Han's Prestige
One of the most essential qualities sought by a man in any field of
16
endeavor is the prestige of his position, the relative importance of the
Ik
Interview with Ledr. Paul R, Gates, Member of Secretary of the
Navy's lask i?brce on Military Retention, Fob, lkt 1966.
^Final rteport to the Assistant secretary of ;efense (1953) on the
Future of Military Service as a Career Ihat Will Attract and Retain Capable
Career Personnel Cwashingtoni bureau of Naval Personnel. October 30. 1953).
Report to the Secretary of Defense on Professional and Xechnical
Compensation for Military Personnel, op. clt .. p. 5'C"

10
accomplishment of one's work is often stressed in the prestige of the
position in the eyes of the other members of the community, *lio leek of
this prestige has been established as being one of the major deterrents in
17
the achievement of a higher first-tens reenlistaeat rate* Xhis lack of
prestige was realised as early m 1953 by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. On
February 20, 1953# they forwarded a nojaorandura to the Secretary of Defense
statinf that they ware becoming increasingly concerned with the growing
lack of confidence araon£ Armed Forces personnel in military service as a
worthwhile and respocted career. Their particular concern was with respect
to the future proficiency of the military services and how this would be
18
affected by the situation,
This committee received hundreds of letters from active and retired
military personnel as well as from the general public concerning the above
situation and "... concluded that military service as a career that will
attract and hold capable and ambitious personnel had deteriorated alarmingly
in comparison with other fields of skilled endeavor."^ Numerous reasons
for this deterioration were cited—one was a dilution of authority and
leadership due to inexperienced personnel. This necessitated an increase
in centralised authority which, in turn, diminished the prestige of the
noncommissioned officer. It further led to a lack of acceptance of
responsibility commensurate with rank because of the lack of authority
n





final Eeport to the Assistant Secretary of Defense on the Future
of Military Service as a Career That Will Attract and Retain"
"'





In 1955* a survey conducted by the Public Opinion Surveys,
Incorporated, Princeton, hew Jersey, under the direction of up. George
Gallup and his staff concluded
s
A career in the military service does not carry great
prestige with adults, at least as of today. This is true of
both officers and enlisted personnel. Inadequate financial
rewards, dislike of service discipline and regimentation, lack
of adequate family life and less opportunity to advance than
in civilian life are the greatest drawbacks of a military career
in the public's mind.
Survey evidence indicated that the military services would
most likely succeed in their efforts to attract and retain
the high quality of personnel necessary by increasing financial
benefits, by encouraging a more normal family life for service
personnel wherever possible and improving housing conditions.
"In analysing the above subject of prestige, the 'Cordiner Committee*
concluded that lowered noncommissioned officer prestige not only adversely
affected the reenllstment intentions of senior career personnel, but that
it results in poorer administration and removes the goals and incentives for
a first-term man to advance and make a career of the Service. It was further
concluded that the present level of economic incentives offered to enlisted
men is the major cause of low prestige as the comparatively low standard of
22
living of enlisted personnel commands little respect in the community.
"
An enlisted career symposia was held in February of 1957 by the
U. 3. Office of 14aval Operations, ihe conferees observed that much of the
prestige that had been associated with the grade of chief petty officer and
petty officer first class had been lost. They voiced the opinion that
officers no longer respected the leadership ability and judgment of senior
petty officers, and consequently, were not delegating to them the appropriate
21
Report to the Secretary of Defense on Professional and Technical




authority and responsibility necessary to manage the affairs of a division.
They also concluded that senior petty officers, predominately technicians,
who had been advanced rapidly had failed to measure up to their leadership
responsibilities. It was further stated that petty officers who are
rapidly advanced do not have the same practical experience in leadership as
23
men in slower moving ratings.
The problem of prestige seems no better today than it was in 1953*
A survey of naval personnel was conducted during June, 1965 t for attitudes
and opinions on various aspects of naval service. Of a population of
559,033 t «- sample of 16,538 was selected which represented % of the
population. One of the questions asked concerned the prestige of serving
in the Navy. 18> of those polled felt that prestige was good, 3?/*> felt
that it was fair, 30;. felt that it was bad, and Zp had no opinion.
Another question asked concerned a comparison of job prestige between
civilian life and military life. 110 felt the Navy better, 32* felt the
i*avy and civilian the same, 48% felt that the Navy was worse than civilian,
and 10?> had no opinion.
Although no one problem can be singled out and wholly blamed for the
Navy's loss of competent personnel, it becomes readily apparent from what
has been stated heretofore and from the answers to the above two questions
•
'Report to the U. 3. Office of Kaval Operations by the Ad Hoc
Committee on Jillsted Career symposia liecommendations (Washington; Bureau of
Naval personnel, February 12, 1957), pp. 39-40.
24
Navy Personnel Survey. Prepared by the Personnel Surveys .ivision
(Washington: Jureau of Naval Personnel, 1965). PP» 2M-28.

13
that the lack of prestige within the enlisted ranks has a definite
influence on the retention problem.
The Lure of Civilian - jnployaent
The lure of civilian employment opportunities has been and still
25
remains the major cause of the Navy's high turnover rate. The enlisted
man is confronted with long periods of enforced absence from home,
uncomfortable living quarters, adverse working conditions and small
compensation for his efforts. Because of these conditions, advantages of
civilian employment become even more attractive to the first-term enlisted
lb gather actual fact data regarding opportunities for military men
in civilian occupations, the "Cordlner Committee" engaged in 1956 a civilian
management consulting firm. The McKlnsey Company. The significant facts
that were produced by this consulting firm were:
. . .
The serviceman concluding his first term of service can
normally expect higher pay in a starting civilian job than
he is receiving in the military;
. . .
promotional opportunities
in civilian life are greater than those afforded the career
enlisted man; . . . fringe benefits no longer favor the enlisted
man over his civilian counterpart except for the 20 year
retirement option.26
A study in career motivation for the Bureau of i&val Personnel further
illustrated that the role of economics or of civilian occupational
opportunities cannot be contradicted as deterrents to career service.
Historically, fringe benefits provided to the military have far exceeded those
^Report to the Secretary of Defense on Professional and Technical










available In private industry and seemed to compensate for some of the
difficulties of military life; however, industry now offers benefits which
challenge or even surpass those of the services. lb aggravate the situation
even more, some of the reduced prices in the Navy Exchange are hardly
distinguishable from (and at times higher than) those in retail stores and
27
discount houses.
Xhe loss of experienced men to industry was also a problem realized
by the Civil Service Commission. At the same time that the "Cordiner
Committee" was studying military retention problems, they were also doing
a study on civil service retention problems. It was found that the cause
of these losses to industry was inherent in the system of compensation
utilised by Federal civil service, The system in use was not flexible and
responsive to competitive pressures. "In private industry, the specialist
received the going rate." Fringe benefits were being matched or even
exceeded by private industry, and the status of the individual was not
highly recognised in Federal civil service.
The findings of the "Cordiner Committee" were that the system did
not effectively!
a. Mljust to market rates by particular skills
b. ieact to changes in the general economy
c. Maintain internal alignment
d« rrovide flexibility to accommodate individual worth
e. Provide flexibility to meet unusual environment and work
situations.2?
'Albert (Hickman, L. Learner, and A. J, Spector, Studies in Career
Motivation I~-3asic Plan , iiureau of Naval Personnel technical Bulletin 59-3
(Washington t U. S. .aval Personnel Research Field Activity, 1959), p. 3.
Report to the Secretary of Defense by the Defense Advisory Committee
on Professional and Technical C&mpcnsatlon for Civilian Personnel (Washington:





From these findings eventually came the Federal Salary Reform Act
of 1962 , This act established a system of salary rates, based on a study
of the structure of salary rates in private industry* which would make
possible the employment of persons well qualified to conduct and administrate
the Government's programs. It established that Federal salary rates shall
30
be comparable with those of private industry for the same levels of work.
This typo of system has not been established for military compensation
,
There is not in existence at the present time any one document that has a
31
clear-cut statement of concepts which apply to military compensation.
Lacking this dear statement of concepts, the Department of Defense has been
hard-pressed to justify recommendations for changes in compensation. As a
result, individual services have adopted their own approaches to military
compensation; hence, inter-service friction, "The lack of an agreed upon
compensation concept is in effect indicative of the lack of recognition that
tho government has an obligation to the individual serviceman in describing
32
the goals of compensation in the manner industry has to its employees,"
Tho "Cordiner Committee" recognised the need for a concept of
military compensation and recommended in its report a fundamental modernisa-
tion of compensation practices that embodied the following
t
"
^Final Report to the Secretary of Defense by the U. S. Department of
Defense Inter-Service Study Groups Appointed to Study Military Compensation .
October, 19CA (in the files of the Army library. Pentagon), p. 2-3.
^Ibld.. p. ZJir.
32
Ibid ., pp. 2-4, 2-5.

16
1. A compensation system that id.ll attract intelligent
people possessing a strong sense of responsibility to
their country and to their families, and sufficient pay
to enable then to discharge their responsibilities to
both simultaneously.
2. A compensation system with incentives that bear a direct
relation to the effort or contribution of the individual.
3. A compensation system designed to encourage meritorious
performance and advancement to higher responsibilities
with reduced emphasis on monetary reward for total length
of service,
k. A compensation system with a broad pricing base for
identification of a variety of skills as represented in
the varying needs of different service situations, with
controls to insure that rewards are genuinely given where
deserved.
5. A compensation system with compensation levels reasonably
comparable to those paid people employed elsewhere in
similar positions and occupations.
6. A compensation system susceptible of rapid and equitable
adjustment to compensate for changes in the national
economy.33
Ihese concepts were analysed by the !,Inter-oerviee Study Group" which
was appointed to study military compensation; for the most part, it was
found that they were desirable as long-range objectives for military
compensation, iiowever, acceptance of some of them would be complicated by
several factors. One of these factors was that in the lower enlisted
grades, the tendency has been to rely on the draft as a substitute for a
competitive plaoe in the labor market. It was further pointed out that
there is a distinct possibility that the draft could be eliminated at some
future time, which would leave the defense capability low with respect to
quality manpower. It would be essential in this case to compete in the
33
Report to the Secretary of Defense on Professional and Technical
Compensation for Military Personnel , op. cit.. pp. 12-13.
yinal Report to the Secretary of Defense by the U. S. Department of
Defense Inter-Service Study Groups Appointed to Study Military Compensation .
op. dt .. p. 2-7.

17
labor market, and it was proposed that this would have the effect of
35
increasing the defense capability at a lower cost to the nation.
This country cannot depend on the draft and at the same time hope to
preserve a force of quality personnel that is necessary to maintain the
high level of defense that is desired. The fact that the military was
forced to accept from 95>- to 93£ of those who applied for enlistment in 1963
36
to meet manpower needs illustrates this.
The iiouse of Representatives investigating the need for a military
pay increase stated in a 19&3 reports "It is obvious to the Committee on
Armed Services that we are not now retaining or attracting a sufficient
number of the types of individuals so vital to our national security. This
situation is becoming steadily more acute in the face of increased
competition not only from private industry, but from within the Government
37
itself. nJf
From all that has been stated, it appears that a comprehensive
program to correct personnel deficiencies of the Armed Forces must be
initiated without delay, Ihis action should be of ranking importance to
the nation with relation to our national defense capability and our defense
dollar,
35
Ibid ,, pp, 2-»7« 2m8,
36
Donald II. ioviand, "A Study of Relative Military and Civilian Pay,
1953-63" (unpublished .'tester's dissertation, Library, George Washington
University, 196>), p, 5.
37
U, S, Congress, House, Military Pay Increase . 38th Cong., 1st Sess,,
1963, Sept. 203, p, 5.
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Xhe present compensation practices of the Armed Forces are clearly
out of step with the rest of the economy and are a detriment to the needs
or a technically advanced form of national defense, Ihey are clearly
contrary to all that has been learned about human activations and can
unmistakably be identified as a major impediment to national security,
A modernization of compensation practices will create the incentive
for retention—a fundamental prerequisite for effective personnel control
measures, This is required to maintain a wrk~foree balanced by skills
38
which will attain optimum performance of present and future weapons •
Report to the Secretary of Defense on Professional and technical
Oompensation for Military Personnel . ot>. dt». pp. 11-12.

GriAPT&a II
TES FRESEiJT ADVANCBKEBT SX3TEH
The concepts of advancement, designed to satisfy the needs which
the Havy has for fulfilling its aission, have had many changes since the
birth of the United States Navy. Because of technological changes and
the enlargement of our Nation's sphere of influence, the liavy has had to
expand the nuaber of jobs to be accomplished and increase its complement
of manpower accordingly.
The present advancement system was established in 1950 and was
reviewed and refined in 195&. It remains in this form to the present day,
with minor additions and deletions. The objectives of the system are as
follows
5
1. ;b provide the best qualified personnel in each rating
and pay grade in accordance with the needs of the Navy.
2. To give an individual the incentive to improve his
performance and professional knowledge.2
In dealing with the first objective, the Uavy has tried to recruit
the most talented personnel available. Its recruiters have canvassed the
high schools throughout the land attempting to interest graduating young
final fteport to the Assistant Chief for Personnel Control by the
Ad Ifoc CofvEnittee for Review of the Enlisted Advancement System (Washington
i






men in joining the ?5avy. Insufficient numbers of high school graduates
Jiave been attracted by the naval service , however, and drop-outs have
also been recruited.
4fter entering the naval service, a recruit is sent to basic training
for a period averaging three raonths, While in training, he is given a
series of written and oral tests which are used to establish his basic
aptitudes, During this period of training, he is also exposed to the
numerous Jobs or ratings that the Navy has to offer, With the help of
qualified personnel, a recruit may decide which rating ho will eventually
strike for. Tills decision is based on the recruit's interests and the
skill areas he possesses as shown by the aptitude tests. It is explained
to hia what areas he is best suited for and in what category of ratings he
will best bo able to succeed.
He may be sent to a service school upon completion of basic training
if he has shown a particularly high aptitude in one area. However, if no
school quota is available in the particular area which he desires, he will
be sent to a fleet unit and will be allowed to strike for a rating of his
choice there. In most cases, the needs of the Navy are the dominating
factor, and many men with average or below-average aptitudes are sent to
vacant billets which must be filled, ihese men will eventually be allowed
to strike for ratings which are associated with their particular billets,
or they may possibly be transferred to a new billet later which will allow
them to strike for a desired rating.
In striking for a rating while in a fleet unit, most of the knowledge
is acquired by on-the-job training; however, if class "C" schools are
associated with this rating and a quota is available, a man nay bo sent there.
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If a man shows rapid progress in his on-the-job training, a class "A"
school quota nay be obtained for him by his unit,
tirade structure
lb make the wavy more attractive as a career and give the enlisted
man the incentive to reenlist at the end of his first term of enlistment,
the Navy has established a rapid promotion system, 'file enlisted grade
structure in this system is composed of nine grade levels. The grade E-l
is assumed upon entering the naval service and is held throughout the basic
training period. Upon completion of basic training, a general knowledge
examination is administered and after passing this exam, the recruit is
3
advanced to grade &-2, Six months from the day that he achieved £~Z,
he is eligible to take a general knowledge exam for advancement to grade E-»3«
ihis exam is administered locally at the discretion of the commanding
officer. If the man has met all the minimum requirements and has been
recommended by his commanding offloor for advancement, he may take the
exam. Upon passing the exam, he will be promoted to grade £*3« Six
months after achieving grade E-3 *>id satisfying the minimum requirements
necessary for advancement, a man is eligible to take the exam for advancement
to grade aWh
3
Jureau of >jayal Personnel Ilanual. iJureau of imval Personnel
Publication do. 15791 ( Washington j U, ii, CJovernment Printing Office, 1959 ).
P. 276.
k
Advancement in Rating of Jnllstod Personnel on Active Duty, Bureau
of ttaval Personnel Instruction lb. P14-30.7D OJashlngtom U. S, Government





Advancement exams for grade £-4 through grade 1*7 are given service*
wide twice a year, Advancement exams for grades £-8 and £-9 are given
6
service-wide once a year.
Ihe following are the minimum time requirements for advancement
from grade £-4 through grade E-9»
Pay Grade Service Requirements
Li-4 to £-5 12 months In pay grade £-4
£-5 to £-6 24 months In pay grade £-5
-6 to E-? 36 months In pay grade £-6
E-7 to 3-8 48 months In pay grade E-7
and minimum total service
of eleven years,
£-8 to £-9 24 months In pay grade £-8
and minimum total service of
thirteen years,'
8
At the present time, there are seventy.two ratings in the iiavy.
£ach rating represents a Job area which must be defined in such a manner
that one man can quickly learn the minimum basic skills required to do the
job, Ihe area must also be broad enough to encompass those Jobs which
are specifically related. An example of this may be shown utilising the
Boilenaan (BT) rating, A Boilerman grade level £-4 must know how to
operate fuel oil burners, regulate the water level in a steaming boiler,
operate and monitor various valves and gauges associated with boiler
operations, and light-off the superheaters. This knowledge may be obtained
in a fairly short period of time, A Boilerman grade level £-8 must be
6
Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in Rating, Bureau of Naval
Personnel Publication lx>, 13068c (Washington! U. S. Government Printing
Office. 1965), p. 15.
7
'"A llavy Briefing on Advancement, 11 All Hands * ed, John A, Oudine
(Washington: Bureau of Naval Personnel, July, 1965)
. p« 30,
o
" Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in listing . op. cit.. p, 5-6,
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able to administer a division; train and supervise personnel in the
construction, operation, and maintenance of naval boilers i and be knowledge*
9
able with respect to propulsion machinery, which is an associate rating,
Ihe qualifications for each rating are divided into the professional
or technical qualifications and the military requirements, Ihe professional
or technical qualifications are designed to give a man the minimum require-
ments for advancement within a particular rating, ihe military requirements
are those applicable qualifications which all personnel are expected to
demonstrate as a minimum for advancement to any pay grade within a particular
rating, these qualifications are so designed that an advancement in grade
cannot be achieved without an advancement in qualifications. In this
10
manner, grade level is associated with performance level.
Problems with Present System
Length of Time Within Grade
One of the problems with the present advancement system is a product
of the rapid promotion aspect. Promoting rapidly decreases the time an
individual may spend in the lower grades gaining experience and developing
Qood leadership and supervisory qualities. Ibis fact was brought out in an
enlisted career symposia held in 1957* It was stated that " , , , certain
senior petty officers, notably technicians, who had been advanced rapidly
had failed to measure up to their leadership responsibilities." Furthermore,
"petty officers rapidly advanced have not had the same practical experience
11
in leadership as men in slower moving rates,"
9Ibld.. pp. 7-7, 7-8, 7-3*.
10Ibld.. p. 1.
ileport to the 0. o. Office of ttayal Operations on Unlisted Career
Symposia Recommendations , op. cit .. pp. 39-40.
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With further examination, it can be found that rapid promotion can
be a detriment in the technical area. Technical responsibility increases
with grade level, and it has been pointed out in the Sonar Technician Rating
that technical experience in certain cases was not commensurate with
12
technical responsibility,
A man may cover the entire enlisted grade span in thirteen years,
a fact which can be detrimental in two specific ways. First, the man has
reached the highest goal attainable in the enlisted ranks; therefore, he
has a possible seventeen years of military life ahead with no new goals to
achieve. This could have a detrimental effect on his motivation and
productivity. Secondly, without any incentive to strive for, he may desire
to retire at the twenty year mark rather than stay for thirty. In some
cases, the wavy will lose and is losing valuable people.
Billet Analysis
The question has been posed that perhaps the itovy is not utilizing
its manpower as effectively as possible. The Navy speaks of shortages;
however, there are overpopulated ratings. In order to evaluate this
question properly, the billet structure must be examined, and an identifies-
13
tion of the skill requirements must be associated with the given billet.
In May of 19&5, a billet analysis was conducted by the U.S. Naval
Research Activity, San Diego, California, on two ratings. The objective of
the study was to reduce petty officer billets in the upper grade levels,
12
Rosicky, op. cit.. p. 4,
13
"Personnel Management Improvement and Quality Control," November 2,
1965 (in the files of the Task force), p. 2$.
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the assumption being that petty officer billets saved in one rating could
Ik
be transferred to another more critical rating.
2he first rating chosen for examination was the Commissaryman (C3).
According to the i-lanuai of Qualifications for AdvaaoeaKttifc in ^wating . the
Coaadssar^aan should be skilled in the preparation of food by the time he
15
roaahon 1*5, Above this grade, the billots should be of an administrative
and supervisory nature, therefore, those billets now established for &*6
and above in which the primary job is the preparation of food should be
eliminated and more billets added at the £-5 level and below, in this
maimer, one would be equating job responsibility with job qualifications.'
With tills in mind, billets both afloat and ashore were examined
with the idea of restructuring. Hie table below illustrates a comparison
of the present and revised Commissaryman requirements from grade level £-4
to sV7. roere was an overabundance of billots at the higher grade levels
16
TABLE 3











•"Personnel Management Improvement and Quality Control," 00. cit ..
^Ibld.. p. 70.
^•^Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in Rating, op. cit. . p. 70.
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and insufficient billots in the lower grade levels. A further illustration
is shown in Appendix A, Figure 1.
the second rating examined was the Fire Control Technician (FT),
utilising a slightly different approach. The various requirements for each
job ware examined, and the grade level of responsibility was equated to
each job. There were limitations in examining certain areas and estimates
ware made. The table below compares the revised billet requirements and
the present requirements.
TABLE k
FIRS CONTROL TECHNICIAN RBQUIBffltBHTS
Pay Revised Current Current
Grade FT flqts RqtS On Board
(FX-66) (31 July 65)
S-9 53 <# 127
£-8 153 295 236
E-7 790 890 nn
l6 1557 205? 1130M 2302 2274 1875
BJfc 3052 2688 2773
Total 7912 8300 7302*
'"Personnel Management Improvement and Quality Control," p. 103*
If the billets in every rating were analysed, the i&vy could better
allocate the manpower available by eliminating unneeousary billets in sons
ratings and adding billets in those critical ratings uhere they are needed,
iteenllstmsnt Rate
The reenlistment rate is utilised as a measurement of how well or
how poorly the tfavy is doing in keeping men in the service. A high
reenlistment rate would indicate that the Navy is doing wall, and a low

2?
rsenlistmnt rate would indicate a high nanpower turnover. Under close
examination, one finds that the reenlistment rate is defined and computed
in a very limited way. Ihe four-year reenlistment rate is the number of
sen who actually reenXist at that point divided by the number of those
eligible to reenlist. fiais does not include those men who reenlisted
17
oarli- or those not eligible to reenlist.
In an attest to make this rata isore aaeaningful, an adjusted
reenlistment rate is sometimes eomputod. 'ihe numerator and denondnator of
the rate are increased by adding those men who reenlisted early; however,
IB
this still does not convey a complete picture.
Ihe method by which an individual continues in the iiavy is not as
important as the fact that he does continue. Ihe strength of a rating
may be increased by early enlistments, conversions from one rating to
another, and broken service cr&isfcaents. There may also be a subtraction
from this strength by failure to reenlist, not being recommended for
19
reenlistment, retirement, death or conversion to another rating.
lb determine how well a rating is meeting its manpower requirements,
it is necessary to measure the total manpower flow in that rating. This
would necessitate examining the percentage of the total number in any
particular year group who continue on active duty into the next year. This
percentage could be broken down by grade within each rating, which would
allow a continuing examination of manpower flow through the ballets in
each grade in every rating. In this manner, one could forecast future needs





of manpower in each grade in awry rating and allow for an early shifting
of predicted excess manpower from one rating to another more critical
rating.
For example, one partiaular rating can be examined Kith respect to
the men in this rating who have Just completed taeir first .Tour-year
enlistment.. $o deteraine how many of these nen the :*vy would wish to
"ship over, " the foreoasted aanpower flow in each grade aust first be
examined, iMs uould be dependent on a predetermined attrition rate and a
predetermined promotion rate for the rating, Um nunber of future billet
vaeancies in each grade could be approximated, and only the number required
to eventually fill these billets would be "shipped over,"
BE
"The present system of military oonpensation was evolved by the
21
Congress through evolutionary changes spanning a period nearly 200 years,"
the Congress has responded to needs of the military as dictated by changes
in political and technological situations. The enacting legislation has
been tailored so that it could be applied with regard to needs of the
service and economic resources of the nation, Because of the way in uhich
it evolved, the military compensation system differs in many ways from
£2
the civilian compensation system*
Iho military compensation system is not contained in one single




final floport to the Secretary of Defense by the U. S. Department of
Defense Inter^Sorvioe Study Groups Appointed to Study Military Compensation .
op, cit.. p, 3-3.
22
IMfl'.. ??. 3-3, y*.
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lavs* lue "Career Coapensatier* Act of 19*19," which is the basic act for
pay and allowances, has been attended by M separate statutes. It is
further Imrtaftitari by Executive Orders, Departmental Directives, and
decisions by the Osaptroller General. Because of these complexities,
will tar/ compensation has bean difficult to administer and oonfusing to
understand,
Ooujpensatiori, when referring to salaries and wages, is usually defined
as "any money* goods, servioe, or other benefit furnished to or received by
a aenbor for services rendered, whether iawodiately, contingontuy or on a
deferred basis."^ The military nan's compensation has all the elements





























Final x-veport to the Secretary of Defense by the y S t Department of
Defense Inter-Service Study aroups Appointed to Study Military Compensation.
op, cit.. p. 3-7.
23Ibi4.. pp. Ml 3-5.
Ibid ., p, 3-5,
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this wag© package has been a tradition with the military man as a
remuneration for the long hours on the job and hardships endured.
Since World War II, civilian industry has been rapidly adopting
this package concept, from management, labor has negotiated contracts
containing many of the fringe benefits that once exclusively belonged to
the military. In fact, upon examination of the industrial compensation






























Final Report to the Secretary of Defense by the U. 3. Department
of Defense Inter-Service Study Groups Appointed to Study military
Compensation , op. dt . . p. 3-7.
lb attempt to equate the military and civilian packages with respect
to job responsibility, corresponding categories must be compared. Xhe
first category to be examined is one that has been a controversial topic
since World v&r II — fringe benefits, fringe benefits are defined as "any
wage cost not directly connected with employee productive effort.
•
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performance, service, or sacrifice. They include payments for time not
worked, payments for employee security and payments for employee
services."^
A thorough study on fringe benefits was conducted in 1964 by the
"Inter-3ervice Study Groups" for study of military compensation, and some
of the conclusions arrived at were:
1. Military fringe benefits have not kept pace with the
general trend in the U. S, economy. Private industry
expenditures as percentage of gross payroll for fringe
benefits have nearly doubled since Viorld liar XI,
Military benefits have remained virtually unchanged,
2. The comparative 1964 employer fringe benefits costs, as
per cent of payroll, ares
Private Industry (36 companies) 23.8$
Private Industry (1,000 companies) 26.3£
Other government workers 22.
Military 27.9*
3. The comparative 1964 employer fringe benefits coots, as
annual dollars peae capita aret
Private Industry (36 companies) ?1,725
Private Industry (1,000 companies) 1,515
Other government workers 1,460
Military 1,410
4. lihiXe the trend in industry has been to add new benefits
and liberalise old ones, to the contrary some traditional
military benefits have been curtailed and others eliminated,
Typical are the elimination of dental care for dependents
and reduction of medical services for military retired,
5* The historical leadership of government service over private
industry in matters of such benefits as retirement plans,
paid holidays and leave, and health and welfare plans no
longer pertains. Similar or more liberal benefits are now
available to large segments of the nation's industrial work
force.26
Private industry has equaled or surpassed the military in this area,








the category on special or premium pay is received by only a snail
segment of the military and private industry as a whole* Inese are
additional remunerations for specialisations or additional labor perforated
over and above the norm. Consequently, a comparison cannot be made between
the military and private industry since the benefit does not pertain to
the entire population.
the final category contains salary and wages, "The parts of military
compensation which should be related to the civilian salary structure are
limited to basic pay, subsistence allowance, quarters allowance, and tax
advantage accruing to military personnel as a result of the above
27
allowances." Bhanrtrrtng *n index comparing average earnings of enlisted
personnel and production workers in manufacturing from 1955 to 196^
(Appendix A, Figure 4), one can see that enlisted wages have not increased
23
at the same rate as those of production workers, A further comparison
of total earnings in the economy and enlisted basic pay increases from 1913
to 1963 (Appendix A, Figure 5) indicates that total earnings in the economy
have increased to approximately twice that of enlisted basic pay for the
same period.29
The present enlisted compensation system has not kept pace with the
expanding economy$ therefore, enlisted personnel are receiving wages which







THE PftOPOSSD ADVAUCeaiSliT SYSTEM
Again, lit come to the Congress with emphasis on our fore*
oost concern—people,
. . .
lb retain as career people enough
wall trained and experienced personnel is difficult against
the blandiahiaents of civilian endeavor. Hopeful exhortation
does not suffice to retain the ambitious, competent young men
we need today, They must reason that the life of a civilian
is acre attractive than that of a serviceman, because I can
assure you fine potential career talent is leaving the li*vy in
ever increasing numbers, , , , During 19&*-, 21,600 men
possessing critical hard skills left the Haval Service, , , •
Secretary ftitse spoke of the overall first term reenlistment
rate declining from 25,3% to 20.1? today, let I'd like to note
that in our fleet Ballistic Missile program, where our men
have more stabilized operations, assured periods of leave,
generally better housing and more pay, the reenlistment rate is
three times as high.
It is with these thoughts in mind that this advancement system is
proposed. The basic features of the system are to lengthen the time within
each grade and the overall grade structure from &-£ to <S-9 so that it will
span a twenty-five ye*e period, vAthin each grade will be step levels for
pay increases which can be achieved by being recommended for and taking a
technical exam which, if passed, will automatically give the man an
increase in pay, lb be recommended for the exam, a man must have reached
a certain time in grade and also have demonstrated technical competence
within his rating. Ihe basic pay of the step levels within each grade will
nbvw exceed the minimum base pay of the next higher grade, A man can




only adileve the step level or levels that are within his present grade.
If he becomes eligible for advancement to the next grade, he may take the
exam and advance even though he has not achieved the step level in his
present grade. In this case, his pay would automatically Jump to the next
higher grade.
Ihe following is a diagram of the proposed system with regard to
time i
-1 to M So specified time for advancements may be
effected upon completion of recruit training.
c-2 to £-3 9 months in pay grade K-2.
E-3 to SIX 1 year in pay grade £»3.
E-3 to £-4 2 years in pay grade 3-3.
S-4 to 3L2 13 months in pay grade £-4.
£-4 to £-5 3 years in pay grade £Jfc.
fi-5 to SL3 IB months in pay grade £-5.
£-5 to SIA 3 years in pay grade £-5,
£-5 to £-6 4 years in pay grade £-5*
£-6 to SL5 2 years in pay grade £-6.
£-6 to 5L6 *t years in pay grade £-6.
£-6 to £-7 5 years in pay grade £-6.
£-7 to 317 2 years in pay grade £-7.
£-7 to 3L8 4 years in pay grade £-7.
£-7 to £-8 5 years in pay grade £-7.
£-8 to 3L9 2 years in pay grade £-8.
£-3 to SX10 4- years in pay grade £-8.
£-8 to £-9 5 years in pay grade £-8.
During recruit training, the enlisted man (£-1) is indoctrinated in
the basic tenets of the ftavy and is exposed to the occupations available
to him while serving in the *avy. On completion of basic training, he is
given a general knowledge exam which, if passed, automatically assures his
promotion to grade £-2,
The proposed nine months spent as an £-2 will enable him to adapt
to the military way of life and begin developing the skills needed for his
selected occupation. Ihe two moans utilised by the tiavy in developing
these skills are service school training and on-the-job training.
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At the completion of or* year in service, the nan should have
completed his adjustment period anil be well along in his development of
the basic skills of the rating he is striking for. It is at this point
that the minimum tine for advancement to 3-3 is proposed,
A man who has been working in the rating he is strildmg for should
be proficient in the basic skills of this ratin ; twenty-one months after
completing basic training, The exceptionally skilled should receive some
recognition, and it is proposed that a stop level be included here, there-
fore, those personnel who demonstrate compotenco in their skill could
acquire an increase in pay after passing a technical exam,
lb establish a quality career force, the first term enlistee must
develop both in military discipline and technical skill, A sufficient
period of time in which to gain experience within his job is required so
that he can handle increased responsibilities in the future. He must
also be allowed to mature and develop potentially useful qualities of
leadership, A three year period of time should be sufficient for this
purpose, and it is proposed that this be the minimum time for advancement
to the potty officer grade of 13-4,
An enlisted man who has achieved grade Ufc in three years will have
one year of his first enlistment remaining in which to demonstrate the
qualities and skills that he has developed. As a petty officer, he will
be in a position to influence and guide those personnel under his
authority, Ihe remaining year should be a sufficient period for his
superiors to observe his leadership qualities and technical ability and
decide whether or not to "ship him over."
Xhose personnel who are "shipped over" will add to the career nucleus
which the Navy needs to efficiently and effectively carry out its mission.
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They will new follow an orderly progression of pronation, allowing enough
time within oacb grade to acquire the experience necessary to carry out
the responsibilities of the next higher grade. Hie step levels within
these grades will enable the iavy to continue to give recognition to those
men who demonstrate a high level of competence within their rating, these
step levels will be based solely upon technical skill and will not carry
with them an increase in military responsibility.
The 5rade structure of this system is graduated in such a Banner to
permit personnel to continually have a goal to strive for throughout their
careers. This oould preclude the loss of motivation and productivity which
is characteristic of a system that pors&ts promotion to its highest enlisted
grade in a relatively short period of time.
Personnel advanced under the proposed system should have sufficient
time In which to gain experience and develop tho qualities of leadership
necessary to become good leaders. A good leader can effectively guide and
direct the men under his supervision and thereby gain their respect. With
this respect could come the prestige which has so long been absent within
the petty officer ranks.
The examination system for advancement in rate would remain the same
the proposed system with the addition of technical examinations for
step level advancement, the technical examinations would be compiled
separately for each step level and would contain questions which pertain
to the particular skill level to be attained at each step level. The
examination would contain questions on only that area of a rating in which
a man is required to have knowledge. It would be constructed centrally at
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the United States liaval Sciaiains Center, aad t»en a man is reooaaendod
for the step level, the east would be ordered ty and sent to his local
ooxssand* The son would automatically receive his step level pronation
upon passing the eases since a quota system is not included for this
advancement*
Pyramid Effect and Manpower glow Sato
Every ratine; In the Navy has a required number of billets, The
Ideal billet structure for any one rating has a broad base of billets at
the lower grade levels and a steady decrease of the total number of billets
2
as the grade levels Increase* Ideally, this would form a pyramid; however*
the shape of the pyramid would be different for each rating due to job
requirements with respect to skill level and responsibility* A smooth
manpower flow oust be ensured through the billet structure of overy rating
in order to prevent stagnation* A continual forecasting of future manpower
needs would be necessary at every grade level of &WX7 rating to maintain
this flow*
lb determine an accurate forecast, a rate of manpower flew through
the billet structure of each rating should be established. The rate of
flow would depend on the average time spent in~£rade at each grade level
and the ratio of billets from one grade level to the next higher grade
level* Xb increase the accuracy of the manpower flow rate, a predetermined
attrition rate should be added. This attrition rate should be composed
of deaths, voluntary and involuntary releases, and conversions from one
rating to another* Vdth this manpower flow rate, one oould theoretically
2
Lcdr. Gates, personal interview*
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take the number of men in a specific rating by grade who ware eligible
to reenlist and choose the proper number to reenlist. Ihe ideal time
to use the manpower flow rate would be at the end of the first enlist-
ment. One could theoretically retain the exact number of people to fill
future needs based on the flow of manpower through the grade structure
in the rating, and these men could expect to be promoted at the minimum
time after passing the exam.
Theoretically, the manpower flow rate should work; but practically,
it would need some assistance, which could be in the form of conversions
from one rating to another and severance pay. A prime candidate for this
3
should be a person who had exceeded the average time spent in-grade.
If it is determined that stagnation is beginning to occur at a grade level
in a particular rating, the above mentioned personnel should be asked to
convert to another rating that is less populous or be given the alternative
of involuntary severance. It has been determined that the Navy could pay
increasing amounts of severance pay for increasing lengths of time spent
in the Navy and still spend less than it would cost to keep the man to
retirement. It is evident from examining column six of Table 5 in
Appendix A that the flavy would only have to offer half that amount shown
to provide adequate retention incentive.
The continuance rate is defined as the percentage of the total
number in a particular year group who continue on active duty into the
p. 39.
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next year. For example, if there were 2,000 men in their fourth year
of enlistment in 1965. and there were 1,000 men in their fifth year of
service in 1966, the continuance rate from the fourth to the fifth year
would be 50r, By using the continuance rate, the iiavy would know the
exact number of personnel that it retains from year to year in exr&ry
rating, vith this knowledge in mind and the knowledge of manpower flow
through a particular rating and by use of the manpower flow rate, the




Historically, every major study on military compensation has been
7
accomplished with respect to the principle of comparability. Iho term
comparability is used to indicate that the principle of equal pay for
equal work applies and should be utilized with respect to job performance
8
and job evaluation.
The "Hook Commission Report" in 1943 states
t
The pay structure should offer initial compensation and
progressive increases that compare with what a serviceman
could expect in other professions and occupations requiring
similar abilities. He should have as much opportunity to
attain success as the man who chooses to enter private
business. At the same time he must be assured of comparable
5
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security. And with tills assurance of equal opportunity
with his civilian fellow citis&en, he has an equal
responsibility to support himself and his dependents and Q
to participate in the cost of the government as a taxpayer.
Xhe purpose of developing a military wage scale that is comparable
to those of Federal civil service and private industry is to:
1. establish competitive income levels with similar
occupational fields.
2. Provide equal recognition to the military
professional, technical and labor forces.
3. Create a system of compensation which is
readily comparable to systems in industry or
other civilian enterprises.
4. Mechanise a compensation adjustment system in
order to provide responsiveness and flexibility
to meet changing compensation levels in the
national economy.'-
The first step in developing a wage scale for the military is to
establish a standard for comparison. The equating of job responsibility
between Federal civil service and the military should provide this
standard. In Hay of 1964, a study on such a comparison was completed for
the Department of Defense, and it was determined that there is a common
standard between Federal civil service and the military. This standard
11




Ibld., pp. 5-3, 5-4.
11
Final Report to the Department of Defense by the Committee
Appointed to 3tudy the Federal CiviUan-.iilltary Linkage . lay. 1964
(in the files of the Bureau of .aval Personnel), Abstract.

*L
The grades that war© equated in accordance with the above standard
shown below:
TABLE 6


















the grades E-l and E*2 were omitted since they are only suited to
military organisations.
With the linkage of job responsibility established between the
Military and Federal civil service, a wage scale may now be formulated
which would give the military a comparable wage and follow the principle
of equal pay for equal work.
The following is a table comparing the present enlisted wage scale
with the proposed wage scale. The proposed wage scale is based on the
13
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PRESENT AKD PROPOSED MILITARY PAX SCALK
Present Military Pay Scale Proposed Pay Scale
Includes base pay, 3A3, and Includes increased base pay.
subsistence same 3AQ, and sane subsistence
Pay Longevity Salary Pay Longevity Salary [Difference
Grade Step Grade Step Between
Systems
B-l Under 2 yrs«
1 dependent
$2,099 BmL Under Z yrs.
1 dependent
$3,385 *1,296
S-2 tinier 2 yrs.
1 dependent
2,240 £-2 Under 2 yrs.
1 dependent
*.197 1.957





















&-5 6 yrs. *.976 E»5
313
6 yrs.





















E-8 16 yrs. 7,3*2 SL7 17 yrs. 7,840 498
1*9 13 yrs. 8,299 SiB 19 yrs. 8.075 . 224
E-9 20 yrs. 8,432 E-8 20 yrs. 8,310 . 122
E-9 22 yrs. 8,778 SL9 22 yrs. 8,730 2M 24 yrs. 8.778 SI10 24 yrs. 9,250 472M 25 yrs. 8,778 M 25 yrs. 9,^*85 707
E-9 26 yrs. 9.^56 M 26 yrs. 9.720 * 264
Do ensure that the military wage continues to keep pace with that
of Federal civil service and private industry, it would be necessary for
the Congress to enact legislation similar to the "Federal Salary Reform
Act of 1962." The military would be provided with concrete wage guide
lines and the wage scale could keep pace with our growing economy.
President Kennedy realized that there was a growing need for such legislation
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when he made the following statement At the White House signing of the
"Military Pay Act of 1963."
In supporting this legislation before the Congress, this
Administration pledged to use its best efforts to assure that
in the future military compensation will keep pace with
increases in salaries and wages in the civilian economy.
I think that X speak on behalf of all of us when I say that
it is a pledge that we intend to keep.1
14
U. 3. President, 19&U63 (Kennedy), "Remarks to Quests witnessing
the Signing of the Military Pay Act of 1963," the VJhito House, October Z.




JKSEXKBiAIRS 3UitV£X OF -ttPOSEX) JXS2SM
A questionnaire was compiled concerning the proposal to investigate
tho desirability of the new advancement system. The investigation urns
accomplished in tho form of a pilot study by taking a small segment of
the ?3avy enlisted population and administorin
;
'* the questionnaire to this
group*
The area chosen for investigation was tho 'J. s. Naval Air Facility,
Washington, j, C, Tho major factors in the selection of the iiaval Air
Facility were its proximity and its broad distribution of ratings • Fran
its complement of 904 enlisted men, a random sample of 250 men was taken.
The sample, obtained through the personnel officer of the Facility, was
selected by taking a proportionate amount of personnel from the available
departments, the sample was broken down into five groups and the
questionnaire was administered to these groups, one at a tine, over a
period of two days,
the proposed system was thoroughly explained to each group and the
men were given tho opportunity to ask any clarifying questions, the
system was also written on the first page of the questionnaire for
reference purposes.
Of the sample of 250 men, one man did not oxapleto the questionnaire.
Each session was controlled so that adequate time was given for each man




It has been detexrdnod that no single factor, but a combination
of several factors, explains why the Navy is having difficulty retaining
its highly skilled personnel. The factors uhich were taken into
consideration in this project were prestige, status, and pay. The
questionnaire was constructed to include questions concerning these factors.
Anbiguity, stereotyped responses, cliche answers, and leaded words were
avoided.
The questionnaire was of the structured types however, a number of
the questions contained space for consents. The questions were structured
in such a nanner as to facilitate ease in handling and tallying the data.
The following is a distribution of respondents by grade t













1. Sour present grade and rating. mmmm
2. Warn in preaont grade,
.
3. Use in the aavy#
4. Are you making the i^avy your career?
mmmummm
5, The proposal's najor oonoept is to promts aen to higher potty
officer grades on a basis of leadership ability as wall as technical
skill and to advance ami to higher pay levels within grade based on
technical ability.
Definitely Someahat Indifferent Somewhat Definitely
in favor in favor Neutral opposed opposed
Qcssasnts.
6, itow do you feel about the length of time for advancement in-grade
under the present system*







from W*$ to £-6
Jram ij-6 to &•»?
From 2~7 to U




7. aov do you feel about the length of time for advanoenent in.grade
under the proposed systems







From I*J to a-4











firon S-6 to S»7
.•^»c: ~
; to .--£
Frost S-S to S-9
moments i








prestige of petty officer
discipline







9. Xhe reason most men want to advance in-grade is for the increase in
status.
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree
10. The reason most men want to advance ln»grade is for additional pay.
Strongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree
11. Real states begins with:
SJt S-5 BA £-7 S-3 £-9
12. I feel that each grade has the prestige that it deserves.
Strongly agree Igroc Disagree Strongly disagree

13, Da you fool that a graduated increase of pay within grade would be
a better incentive to "ship-ever" than the variable "shipping-over"
bonus presently in use?
I**. Do you feel that the variable "shipping-over" bonus retains people
**» are more impressed with the amount of the bonus than they are
interested in a career in the Navy?

CHAPt&l V
ANALYSIS OF THE 5USVEX
lb properly analyze the aceeptataility within the enlisted ranks
of the proposed advancement system, a survey in the form of a
questionnaire was conducted. The questions pertained to variables which
were related to both the present and proposer! systems, fy examining the
opinions of a sample of enlisted personnel with respect to these variables,
it was believed that the effect that each system would have on the
variables could be determined* In this manner, a judgment could then be
made as to *iiat merit the proposed system would have compared to the
present system in helping the *avy retain competent and highly skilled
personnel,
She first three questions were of a general nature covering present
grade and rating, time in present grade, and time in the iiavy, respectively,
the fourth question was concerned with the number of people vfto are making
or planning to make the ttavy a career. Of the sample, %t*90 indicated
that they do not plan to make a career of the ftevy. Of the men in their
first torn of enlistment (£Jfc and below), over 50^ definitely xn not
career«mindeti, and approximately 30* are undecided at this time
(Appendix B, Table 1), It is readily apparent that many skilled personnel
in this sample will be lost before the tiavy realises a satisfactory return





the fifth question dealt with the proposal's major concept—to
promote awn to higher petty officer grades on a basis of leadership
ability as veil as technical skill and to advance men to higher pay levels
within grade based on technical ability* Xb some degree, 69 m2$ were in
favor of this concept as compared to 160 who were opposed to it. Since
only Mr.bp of the sample were definitely opposed, 95.6* saw some merit in
the concept (Appendix B, Xeble Z).
BM alxfta question was ooiicorne^, «Mk fpUAN flltfe inspect to MM
length of time for advancement in-grade under the present system* Each
grade was presented separately to obtain any variation in opinions between
lower and higher grades. A definite majority was of the opinion that the
entire present promotion system with respect to time is favorable
(Appendix £. .Cables 3-9). Approximately 30£ felt that the time periods
for promotion to grades EJt and ii-5 are too short, Xhese opinions were
distributed evenly throughout the grades. Loth grades ii-fc and £~5 may
be achieved in the first enlistment and the above indicates that there are
a fair number of people who are of the opinion that perhaps personnel
achieve these grades before they have the experience which is needed to
The seventh question dealt with the length of time for advancement
iiwgrado under the proposed system. Each grade was again presented
separately to obtain any variation in opinions between lower and higher
grades, v&th respect to advancement to grade &-3# 53.3/» expressed the
opinion that the length of time for advancement under the proposed system
is adequate as compared to 29.3.* who felt that it is too long, (Appendix 3,
Table 10), ihe majority of those who expressed the opinion that the time
period is too long were in the lower grades.
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The opinion was expressed by b7.b% of the sample that the length
of time for advancement to S-4 under the proposed system is adequate
as compared to ^3M> who indicated that it is too long (Appendix B,
Tibia 11). fike aa^ority of those who expressed the opinion that the
time period is too long were in grades E-2 and E-3.
ttie opinions for grades B-5 through 13—9 were evenly distributed
between adequate and too long with the advantage going to those who
indicated too Ion,? (Appendix 8, Tables 12 through 16) j therefore, no
significant conclusion can be drawn for these grades.
Comparing the opinions given with respect to time in-grade for
the proposed system with those in the present system, it becomes apparent
that many of those who indicated adequate for time in grade for the
proposed system also gave the same response for the present system*
Consequently, it can be concluded that either these respondents did not
understand the two questions, or that they beoame biased with respect
to the proposed system after examining the wage scale which is associated
with it.
Question eight listed several variables and the effect that the
proposed advancement system would have on these variables. The majority
felt that the following variables would improve under the proposed
systemi morale, leadership, supervisory ability, productive motivation,
career retention, prestige, and respect (Appendix B, Tables 17 through 24),
The chief petty officers (S-7, E-8, E-9) indicated a high majority in the
opinion that productive motivation and career retention would improve.
Concerning discipline, Wfi* felt that it would improve under the




Item nine on the questionnaire stated that the reason most wen
want to advance in-grade Is for the Increase in status. Of the
respondents, 65.3 favored this opinion to sons degree (Appendix B,
Table 25).
Item ten stated that the reason nost men want to advance in grade
is for additional pay. An overwhelming majority of 9*$ favored this
opinion (Appendix B, table 26).
Item eleven asked the respondents in which grade real status begins.
Ihe majority of the opinions were evenly distributed among grades E-5,
£-6, and 3-7 with the other grades receiving a substantially smaller vote
(Appendix B, fable 27). Only 14.9$ of the respondents indicated that
the petty officer grade of E-4 has any status. In fact, from the
conclusion drawn above, there was a definite diversification of opinion
to the grade where real status does begin. Looking back at the responses
to item nine, it is obvious that most respondents are aware of status
and want to advance to increase their status. It could be concluded that
the present advancement system does not offer the necessary time to
develop the experience and maturity needed to eonmand a recognition of
status at the lower petty officer levels. Time is considered to be a
definite factor since the respondents were of the opinion in item eight
that an increase in time would improve leadership ability, supervisory
ability, prestige, and respect—all characteristics of the measurement of
status in a grade.
To farther justify the above conclusion, 6?. 5i> of the respondents
to item twelve disagreed to some degree with the statement that each
grade has the prestige it deserves (Appendix B, Table 28).
4|^H
53
Question thirteen dealt with * graduated increase In pay as
opposed to a variable "shipping*over" bonus presently in use as a
better incentive for reenttstment. Of the respondents* 52.*% favored
the graduated increase in pay compared to 3**.9/» who favored a variable
"shipping-over" bonus (Appendix B, Table 29) • Die upper grades favored
the graduated pay increase and the lower grades favored the bonus*
She conclusion that can be drawn is that younger awn are apparently mere
attracted to lump sun cash paynsnt, and older men are mere interested
in a larger pay on a daily basis.
In question fourteen, 66,3,* favored the opinion that the variable
"shipping-over" bonus retains people who are more impressed with the
amount of money offered than with the idea of asking a career of the
Wavy (Appendix a, Table 30), Xne bonus is designed to retain first term
enlistees—people in the lower grades* A definite relationship exists
between the opinions of this question and question thirteen in which
the lower grades favored the bonus. The conclusion could perhaps be
drawn that many of the young men who favor this bonus are, in fact,
"shipping-over" because of the money and, therefore, may not do the Job
as efficiently as those who "ship-over" because they like the Navy,
those people who "ship-over" because of the money may eventually feel
that they have too much time in service to terminate their service and
would continue in a career that does not satisfy them.
From this analysis, one can conclude that enlisted men in the
sample are interested in an advancement system which will provide them
with petty officers who have the leadership ability and technical skills
which are commensurate with the responsibilities of each grade level.
•TTrfmrt
'Shay are also Interacted in a system which provides then with an
increase in status and preatiga at each increase irwgrade and a wage
scale that is commensurate with job responsibility. It is apparent
that they are of the opinion that a longer period spent at each grade
level wuld provide the Navy with such a systems however, at least half
of the respondents are unreceptive to a lengthening of the tine within
each grade to the extent of the proposed advancement system. This could
be due to the fact that stagnation has occurred in a number of ratings
at various grade levels, and there are long periods of time between
advancement, 2his, along with the present wags scale, causes hardship
on them and their families, and any increases in Minimum time for
She general reaction by the sample to the proposal in its entirety
was favorable j however, there was considerable objection to the minimum




The technological explosion of recent years has caused a vast
change in the concepts of warfare. 2h© mission of the Navy has taken
on new meaning and the weapons to complete this mission have grown in
number and complexity, lb carry out this mission and to maintain these
weapon systems, the Navy has expanded its forces and has molded them
into a highly skilled and efficient fighting team.
A major challenge facing the l«avy today is to keep this highly
skilled and efficient fighting team "intact" . Many of its skilled personnel
are leaving the service for more attractive jobs in civilian industry and
in {federal civil service. Positions in these industries offer more status
and a higher wage scale. Prolonged separations from families and adverse
living conditions lessen the attractiveness of a iiavy career. Benefits
which were previously enjoyed by the military have not kept pace with our
rapidly expanding economy, and private industry and Federal civil service
have either equaled or surpassed these benefits. On examining wage scales
for comparable job responsibilities between private industry. Federal
civil service, and the military, one finds that the military lags far
behind in this area.
The Navy has not been realising a fair return on its investment
in the initial four-year enlistment, lb train a skilled technician





man acquires taa sicili and experience necessary to do his Job properly,
half of his enlistment is finished. At the end of four years, private
industry is ready to offer this nan far more than the IJavy can offer
him. As a result, many of these men leave the military for better
positions in private industry.
In an attempt to counter this exodus of its highly skilled and
competent personnel and to make the service more attractive as a career,
the Wavy utilizes a rapid promotion system, This system allows personnel
to be promoted rapidly in the first term of enlistment and to reach
positions of responsibility in a short span of time, ty being promoted
rapidly, these personnel do not have a sufficient period of time in which
to develop the experience and maturity which are commensurate with the
skills and leadership these positions of responsibility entail. Because
of this, authority and responsibility previously delegated to these
enlisted positions have been centralised within the commissioned officer
ranks. As a result, the status and prestige previously enjoyed by
petty officers has deteriorated considerably,
Ihe present advancement system does not meet the challenge which
faces the aavy today. Rapid promotion has caused many of our ratings to
beoome stagnant at various grade levels, to alleviate this problem,
billets have bmvn added at these levels which, in turn, caused an over-
population in many ratings. Over-population and stagnation does not
present an attractive career incentive to a man who is Just finishing
his first term of enlistment.
In an attempt to find a solution to the Navy*s retention problem,
a study was conducted on the advantages and disadvantages of a new type
of enlisted advancement system. The entire structure is proposed to be
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spaced over a period of twenty-five years so that a man will be able to
continue to advance to higher levels throughout his career. This system
proposes to expand the length of tine spent within each grade to give a
jjan the opportunity to gain additional experience before he has to assume
the responsibilities of a higher grade. Hithin each grade, step levels
are proposed, similar to those in the federal civil service, at which
point a iaan can achieve a pay increase based on his technical skill.
Ihe system proposes to have a wage scale which is comparable to the same
levels of responsibility in private industry,
A survey was conducted with regard to the proposed system in which
a sample of 250 enlisted personnel completed a questionnaire concerning
both the present and proposed advancement systems. After analysing the
questionnaires, it was concluded that enlisted men are interested in an
advancement system which will provide them with petty officers who have
the leadership ability and technical skills which are commensurate with
the responsibilities of each grade level, Furthermore, they are
interested in a system which provides them with an increase in status and
prestige at each level of advancement and a wage scale which is
ooanensurate with job responsibility.
Ihe majority of the respondents stated that the minimum time for
advancement to each grade under the present system is adequate, with
respect to the proposed system, the majority of respondents stated the
opinion that the art n\ mum time for advancement to grades &-£ through Ue
is adequate; however, for grades £-5 through &-9« opinions were almost
equally distributed between the time being adequate and too long.
The majority of respondents felt that the status and prestige of





system would improve this by improving leadership ability, supervisory
ability, prestige, and respect. Xhey were also of the opinion that the
proposed system would improve retention.
Ihe pay scale of the proposed system presents a wage which is
comparable to job responsibility in private industry and Federal civil
service. Ihe majority of tho respondents favored the opinion that such
a wage scale would be more advantageous than a "shipping^over" bonus and
would allow them to assume a standard of living comparable to their
civilian counterpart in our growing economy.
From this pilot study, it is concluded that the proposed system
would encourage the retention of highly skilled personnel by offering
them a wage scale commensurate with their Job responsibility and the
status and prestige befitting their position. Xherefore, it is recommended
that further study be conducted to determine the feasibility of adopting






LEVELS OF COMPETENCE ATTAINED BX SOHAR TECHNICIANS DURING
A FOL. .OS1M8HT
Column Definitions!
1. Months of Service
2. Advancement in .bating (Times shown are the ad asber of i<»nths
required to beoome eligible for advancement to the next rate. Since
advancement examinations are given but twice a year, only a few
advancements coincide with the time scale given.)
**. Level of Competence
1 2 3 4
3 aos. Enters ftavy Trainee and Attending recruit school
Travel (3 sres.) (11 weeks)
adtiMM trainee and Attending 50 A School (23
to SA Travel (7 mos.) to 31 weeks). Length
depends on whether ship or
6 aos. submarine designated and
on the location of course.
In addition to operator
9 aos. skills and procedures, he
learns some basic




to SN Reports to ship. My spend
12 aos. first few months perform-
Novice ing mees-cooklng or other
15 nos. (12 aos.) nonratlng-connocted details.
He needs OJT under competent
Id NOS. Advanoes guidance to develop skill
to 303 in equipment operation and
maintenance.
















Lamra: 1. ":'' :":"" ,iT"Z" ,iaga;
3 4
24 mos. Operator and Can operate and perform
Maintainor preventive maintenance on
2/ moa. (6 BOS.) his equipment. Needs only
limited supervision. May
attend technical maintenance
course on a specific




Trainee and attend "ass C
travel (2 mos.) maintenance course on
specific equipment (6 to 10
weeks)
30 nor?.
Operator and Returns to ship where he
33 raos. Ttovioe needs appropriate si-idanoe
Technician during time it takes to
30 Mt< (12 mos.) develop confidence and
competence in his equipment
maintenance, trouble-
39 mos. shooting, and repair
responsibilities. Also
becomes a better operator
and malntalner as a result
of the course*
1*2 BOS. Operator and Becomes qualified to
Technician technically maintain his
1*5 mos. (6 iSiOS.) equipment. If he reenlists.
needs and is normally sent










3. Separations Eligible to ieenlist
4. no. Reenlisted
5. Reenlistraent vato
i»te: Cuwulative X July 1964 through 30 June 19&5
1 2 3 * J5
1 » 2 2 1LOO.O
2 SD 127 126 99.2
3 MT 361 192 53.2
4 63 969 35* 36.5
!
ID 122 44 36.1
» 677 237 35.0
7 AZ 141 47 33.3
8 DS 53 17 32.1
9 JDK 281 90 32.0
10 CX 1868 564 30.2
11 pa 208 62 29.8
12 PH 95** 282 29.6
13 ED 14? 43 29.3
14 CT 1098 313 29.0
15 PT 56 16 28.6
16 OX 78 22 28.2
17 m 1690 459 27.2
IB MN 59 16 27.1
19 MA 332 90 27.1
20 FT 1906 199 26.2
21 PH 404 105 26.0
22 BM 1573 402 25.6
23 AC 304 77 25.3
24 AK 493 122 24.7
25 9K 1447 353 24.4
26 88 414 101 24.4




1 2 3 4 5
27 CM 109 26 23.9
28 H 3955 924 23.4
29 EN 1993 450 22.6
30 AX 436 98 22.5
31 ST 3423 ?*a 22.4
32 au 267 58 21.7
33 A 326 72 22.1
3* M 436 X 22.0
35 AC) 874 191 21.9
36 DT 277 60 21.7
37 OH 1132 246 21.7
38 sg 1012 218 21.5
39 QH 77k 164 21.1
40 AH 1925 401 20.8
41 JO 127 26 20.5
42 EH 134 27 20.1
8 DC 453 91 20.1AD 3010 600 19.9
^5 AT 1890 373 19.7
46 3H 2486 487 19.6
47 SM 678 130 19.2
48 H 3470 664 19.1
49 IC 1436 265 18.5
50 CI 147 32 18,4
51 SF 1333 237 17.8
52 AB 1133 199 17.6
53 £A 46 8 17.4
54 Al 1250 210 16.8
55 BT 2378 335 16.2
56 PC 253 40 15.8
57 3W 108 17 15.7
58 LI 84 13 15.5
59 AG 321 46 14.3
60 PM 28 4 14.3
61 a 46 6 12.5
62 RD 2001 233 11.6
63 OH 67 7 10.4
64 ML 48 5 10.4
























































Comparison of Total Earnings
.-.i —'6 ."— . .is; i-v^y li'.c.-s.„^s.3- ;-
ic:c
'_..
1913 1913 1923 1928 1933 1938 19^3 19^8 1953 1958 196J
Figure 5
Report to Secretary of Defense on Professional and Technical
Compensation for Military Personnel , op. cit




































































































































RBSFQHSSS TO TH£ QUi&TlOKaAI&S
m

Item 4. Are you making the i«vy your career?
TABLE 1
DI^COBUXIOK OF ftiiPGi©^ SO HAKIMS TH£ NAtfT A CAREER
Grade o. Xes ik> Undecided
M 2 0.056 o.o* 100.0*
:~> 2 100.0* 0.0* 0.058
E-7 8 100.0* 0.0* 0.051
£.6 37 78.456 13.5* 8.158
£-5 47 40.4* 27.7* 31.9*
M 60 21.7* 55.0* 23.3*
s.3 41 7.3* 63.4* 29.3*
£•2 52 1.9* 67.4* 30.7*
xotai
Sample 249 30.2/*, 44.9* 24.9*
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5. Ihe proposal's major concept is to promote men to higher petty
officer grades on a basis of leadership ability as veil as
technical skill and to advance aon to higher pay levels within
grade based on technical ability, has do you feel about this
SjSJMSJn .'
£a£U5 Z
. SJHON OF RESPONSES TO PSQ1&TX0N 021 A BASIS OF LSAEERSHIP













B-9 2 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
S-8 2 100.0$ 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
S-7 8 25.0% 25.0% 12.5% 25.0% 12.5%
S-6
:V 35.1% 35.1* 5.4% 16.3% 8.1%
S-5 47 42.6% 34.0% 9.5% 14.9% 0.0%
S-4 60 26.7% 36.7% 25.0% 3.3% 3.3%
s-3 41 36.6% 36.6% 21.9% 4.9% 0.0%
S-2 52 32.7% 32.7% 11.5% 13.5% 9.6%
lotal
Sample
a*9 35.1% 3^.1% 14.8% 11.6% 4.4%
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Item 6. :;<m do you feel about the length of time for advancement
irwgrade under the present system*
E48L8 3
DISTRIBUTION OF RESP0KS3S 10 THi. LEHGTH OF T3HS FOR ADVAUCSHENT








S-9 2 50.0* 50.0; 0.0> 0.0*
£^8 2 100,0 0.0* 0.0* 0.0*
E-7 5 25.0* 75.0* 0.0* 0.0*
E-6 37 27.0* 70.3* 0.0* 2.7*
^5 47 19.2* 66.0> 2.1* 12.7*
3-4 iO 16.7* 70.0* 3.3* 10.0*
B-3 41 12.2* 83.0* 2.4* 2.4*
S-2 52 11.5* 82.7* 3.85/- 1.95*
Total
^sHPvLe
249 10«X£ 73.5* 2.3* 6.1*
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Iters 6. Bcnr do you feel about the length of tine for advancement
in-grade under the present system?
TABLE 4
DI31KI30nOtf OF RESPONSES TO THS LBK5TH OF TIME TOR








M 2 50.0* 50.0* 0.0* 0.0*
B-8 2 100.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0*
M fl 50.0* 50.0* 0.0* 0.0*
B-6 37 40.6* 56.7* 0.0* 2.7*
E-5 4? 36.1* 49.0* 2.2* 12.7*
EJf 60 26.7* 60.0* 3.3* 10.0*
M 41 17.1* 78.0* 4.0* 0.0*
E-2 52 21.2* 71.1* 1*7$ 0.0*
lbtal
Sarapla 249 29.4* 61.8* 3.6* 5.2*
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Ite« 6, irx do you feel about the length of tine for advancement
irwgrad© under the present system?
Ul.
rnxBonos of mssvomss o>. T.tu L&JGra or oas for advasce-








S-9 2 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0
2-3 I 100.0 0.0 0.0* 0.0
2-7 B 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0
S-6 37 24.3$ 73.0 0.0 2.7*
&»5 47 36.3* 46.72 42.5* 10.5*
S-4 60 13.3" 73.4* 8.356 5.0
s-3 41 14.6$ 78.0 4.9$ 2.5*
£-2 52 21.2* 63.5* 11.5* 3.8*
Ibtal
Saaple





Item 6. How dp you feel about the length of tine Air advancement
in-grade under the present system?
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF &SSP0tfSi2S 10 THE LSflGTH OF Hft2 FOR








S-9 2 0.0* 100.0J6 0.0J6 0.0*
bfi 2 50*056 50.0?' 0.056 0.056
E-7 8 25.0* 75.0$ 0.036 0.0*
£-6 37 16,4* 81.256 2.756 2.756
a-5 47 23.395 63.9* 6.^56 6.456
gjfc 60 16.6* 63.4* io.o£ 10.0*
M 52 17.336 65.4* 13.5* 3.8*
total
Sample
249 18.1* 63.7* 8.456 4.8*
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Item 6. Hew do you feel about the length of time for advancement in-grade
under the present system?
TABL£ 7
DISBOflOnON OF R3SP0aS33 10 THS LSHGTH OF HUB FOR








£-9 2 0.0* 100.0* 0.0£ 0.0*
E-8 2 50,0* 50.0* 0,0* 0.0*
S-7 8 0.0* 100.0* 0.0* 0.0*
E-6 37 9.1* 16.3 5.4* 0.0*
2-5 47 14.9* 59.5* 12.8* 12.8*
3-4 60 16.6? 66.7* 6.7* 10.0*
3-3 41 21.9* 5B.6* 17.1* 2.4*
i-2 52 13.5* 69.2* 13.5* 3.8*
Total 249 15.2* 63.0* 10.8* 6.0*
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6. Bow do you feel about the length of time for
in-grede under the present system?
LLjjui I
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO IBS I38GTH OF XXHE FOR






£-9 2 0.0% 50.0% 50.0% 0.0%
3-8 2 o.o% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
E-7 8 12.5% 87.5% 0.0% 0.0%
&6 37 8.1% 31.1£ 5.4% 5.4%
M 47 17.1% 65.9% 4.3% 10.7%
£-4 60 13.3% 61.7% 8.3% 11.7%
M 41 17.1* 63.4% 17.1* 2.4%
£-2 52 15.3% 65.7% 13.4% 5M
Staple
249 14.4% 68.7% 9.7% 7*2%
,
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Item 6, now do you feel about the length of tda» for advanooaont
iiwgrad© under the present system?
y^Rj fg 9
DISTRIBUTION OF Rfe5F0a3*S3 10 TM LEiJSTH OF TIME JTOR








£-9 2 0.0* 50.0* 50.0* 0.036
E-8 2 0.056 100.0* 0.0* 0.0*
E-7 6 12.5* 87.5* 0.0* 0.0*
£-6 37 8.1* ai.i* 2.7* 8.1*
fcf 47 1*.9* 66.0* 4.2* 14.9*
i£-4 60 18.3* 61.7* 8.3* 11.7*
M 41 19.5* 58.6* 19.5* 2.4*
E-2 52 15.4* 65.4* 13.4$ 5.8*
Ibtal
Sample
249 15.3* 66.7* 9.6* 8.4*
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lien 7. How do you feel about the length of tine for advancement
in-grade under the proposed system?
TaBL£ 10
DismiBtrnoN of aaspoKSEs to ths length of ems for








E-9 2 0.02 100.02 0.02 0.02
E-3 2 50.02 50.0^ Q.0£ 0.02
E.7 8 0.0* 50.02 12.52 37.52
E-6 37 2.72 64.92 21.62 10.82
E-5 47 4.32 &.T2 21.32 12.72
cJt 60 5.05t 68.42 16.62 10.02
£-3 41 0.02 53.62 39.02 7.42
£.2 52 0.(# 42.32 53.32 3.92
Ibtal
Saraple
2fr* 2.8? 5B.32 29.32 9.62
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Item 7. How do you foal about the length of tins for advancement
ixv»grade under the propoeed aysten?
T/LBLE 11
DISTRIBUTOR OF RS3K)iiS3S 70 THE JUE3CTH OF TIME FOR









E-9 2 OM 100.05ft 0.05& 0.05ft
&£ 2 BJ& 50.05ft 0.0* 0.0%
EU7 1 UNI 50.0# 37.5?& 12.5%
mi 37 9.6£ 5&.i?ft 29.756 8.6*
£-5 *7 « *.# 48.95ft 38.3* 8.53ft
3-4 60 MP 56.75ft 33.H 8.25ft
E-3 41 o.o^ 39.0* 56.1% *.95ft
E-2 52 0.05ft 3^*655 QM 2.05ft
Total
IPJBjAfl
2*9 2.8$ *7.*# *$M 6.45ft
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Itest 7. How do you feel about the length of tira© for advancement
irwgrade under the proposed system?
TaHLE 12
DISTRIBUTION 01 'OMSaS TO THS LEH3TH OF TIME FOR






















































2'»9 3.6* 46.6* 14.6* 5.2*
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Item ?. iiow do you feel about the length of tine for advancement
iiwgrads under the proposed system?
TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION OF RSSP0BS5S TO TJE LEHGTH OF TIME FOR
ADVANCEMENT FROM E-5 K> &-6 (PRQPOSc.0 StSOT)
About
















































Item 7. How do jpou foel about the length of tin* for advancement
irwgrade under the proposed system?
TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE LENGTH OP TIME FOR






E-9 ^ 0.0* 100.0* 0.0* 0.0*
£-8 2 0,0* 100.0* 0.0* 0.0*
E-7 8 0.0* 37.5* 50.0* 12.5*
S-6 37 2.7* 32.5* 59.5* 5.3*
s-5 47 *.3* 40.4* 49.0* 6.4*
M 60 1.7* 45.0* 41.7* 11.6*
E-3 41 7.3* 51.2* 37.6* fc.9*
2-2 52 0.0* 40.4* 55.H 3.9*
Total 249 2.a* 43.0* 47.4* 6.8*
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Itopi 7. few do you foal about the length o£ time for advancement
irwgrade under the proposed system?
TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE LENGTH OF TIME FOR






M 2 0.0£ 0.0* 100.0# 0.0*
E-8 2 50.0% 50.0* 0.0* 0.0*
ft*7 3 12.5% 25.0* 50.0* 12.5*
S.6 37 0.0* 40.6* 51M 8,0*
M 47 *.3* 49.0* 33.3* 8.4*
£-4 60 1.7* W.3* 38.4* 11.6*
^-3 41 4.9* 48.8* 41.4* 4.9*
E-2 52 0.0$ 42.3* 53.8* 3.9*
Total
Sample
249 2.0% 45.0* 44.2* ^M
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Item 7. How do you feel about the length of time for advancement
in-grade under the proposed system?
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE LENGTH OF TIME FOR








E-9 2 o.o% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%
E-8 2 50.0% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
E-7 8 12.5% 25.0% 50.0% 12.5%
E-6 37 2.7% 35.2% 54.1% 8.0%
M 47 4.3% 46.8% 40.4% 8.5%
E-4 60 0.0% 51.7$ 36.7% 11. 6#
E-3 41 4.9% 51.2% 39.0% 4.9%
E-2 52 0.0% 40.4% 53.8% 5.8%
Total 2
Sample




Item 3. *&at affect do you feel toe proposed advancement system
would have on morale?
TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ON THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED








£.9 2 100.0* 0.0£ 0.0* 0.0*
Z-Q 2 100.056 0.02 0.0* 0.0*
1-7 3 25.0J& 25.0* 50.0% 0.0*
E.6 37 48.6* 35.1* 10.8* 5.5*
s-5 *7 55.3% 21.3* 21.3* 2.1*
£-4- 60 53.356 31.7* 13.3* 1.7*
E-3 ifl 58.6* 19.5* 17.1* 4.9*
M 52 38.5* 3^.6* 25.02 1.9*
Total
Sample
249 50.6% 28.1* 18.5* 2.8*
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Item 8. What effect do you feel the proposed advancement system
would have on leadership ability?
Table 18
distribution of responses on the effect of this proposed























































Total 249 79*40 15.2$ 3.22 2.02
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Itan 8. What effect do you feel the proposed advancement system
would have on supervisory ability?
TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF RSSPOHS&J ON THIS EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED










E.9 2 100.0/* 0.0* 0.0> 0.0*
£-8 2 100.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0*
E-7 8 62.5* 25.0* 12. 0.0*
E-6 37 75.7* 21.6* 2.7* 0.0*




S-3 41 73.2* 17.1* 4.9$ 4.9*
£-2 52 80.8* 17.3* 1.9* 0.0*
Total 249 77.1* 18.1* 3.2* 1.6*
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Item 8. What effect do you feel the proposed advancement system would
have on productive motivation?
TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES ON THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED
ADVANCEMENT 3XSE1M ON PRODUCTIVE MOTIVATION
NO. Improve
Remain Get He







E-7 8 50.056 12.5% 37.5% 0.0%
£-6 37 48.7% 40.6% 8.1% 2.6%
B-5 47 44.7% 29.8% 23.4% 2.2%
E-4 60 56.6j£ 31.7% 3.3% 3.4%
E»3 41 53.7% 24.4% 14.6% 7.3%
E-2 52 51.9% 32.7% 13.5% 1.9%
Ibtal
Staple






Item 8, What effect do you feel the proposed advanceinent system
would have on career retention?
TABLE 21
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ON THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED


























































249 46.2% 26.5% 23.3% 4.0%
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Item 8. What effect do you feel the proposed advancement system would
have on prestige?
TABLE 22
DISTRIBUTION OP HESPONSSS ON THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED








S-9 2 100.0$ 0.0* 0.0* 0.0*
E-8 2 100.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0*
E-7 3 37.5* 50.0* 12.5* 0.0*
E-6 37 59.4$ 32.5* 8.1* 0.0*
&-5 47 76.6* 14.9* 6.4* 2.1*
E-4 60 75.0* 15.0* 5.0* 5.0*
E-3 41 58.5* 24.4* 12.2* 4.9*
S-2 52 63.5* 25.0* 9.6* 1.9*
rotal
Sample
249 67.1* 22.1* 8.0* 2.8*
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Item 8. Vtiat effect do you feel the proposed advancement system
would have on discipline?
X4BLS 23
1JISXRiaUTKMl OF RESP0BSS3 OH THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED








E-9 2 100.0{t 0.0% 0.0% 0M
E-8 2 100.0* 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
M 8 25.02 62.5% 12.5% 0.0%
£.6 37 ^5.9% 48.7% 2.7% 2.7%
E-5 47 49.0% 40.5% 6.4% 4.2%
£-4 60 51.6% 41.7% 1.7% 5.0%
E-3 41 41.4* 48.3% 4.9% 4.9%








Item 8. What effect do you feel the proposed advancement system
would have on respect for the petty officer?
TABLS 24
DISIRIBUnOH OF RESPONSES OH THE EFFSCT OF THB PROPOSED








S-9 2 100.056 0.0* 0.0* 0.0*
2-8 2 100.0* 0.056 0.0* 0.0*
£-7 S 37.5* 50.0, 12.5* 0.0*
S-6 37 50M 35.2* 5.4* 0.0*
E-5 47 68.1* 21.3* M* 4.2*
S-4 60 70.0* 25.0* 0.0* 5.0*
3-3 1 51.3* 31.7* 7.3* 9.7*
£-2 52 59.6„ y*.w 3.9£ 1.9*
Total
Sample
249 62.3* 29.3* 4.4* 4.0*
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Itan 9, The reason most seen want to advance in-grade is for the
increase in status.
TASLS 25









S-9 2 0.0^ 100.0a 0.0^ 0«C 0.0*
E-8 2 0.0* 100.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0*
B-7 8 12.5* 25.0^ 50.0a 12.5* 0.0*
S-6 37 32.5* 37.8* 24.3* 2.7* 2.7*
w 47 12.8^ 51.0* 23.4* 8.5* 4.3*
ut 60 15.0* 53.4* 18.3* 8.3* 5.0*
ft-3 41 17.0* 46.7* 21.8* 12.1A 2.4*
U 52 13.5% 51.9% 25.0* 5.3* 3.8*
Total
Sample
249 16.7% 49.1* 22.8* 7.5* 3.9*
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Item 10. The reason most men want to advance in-grade is for
additional pay.
SABLE 26









s-9 2 50.0* 50.0* 0.0% 0.0* 0.0*
SJ3 2 100.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 0.0*
S-7 8 62.5* 25.0* 0.0* 12.5* 0.0*
S-6 37 46.0* 43.2* 0.0* 0.0* 2.7*
£-5 *7 51.0* 40.4 4.3* 0.0* 4.
s-4 60 56.7* 36.8^ 1.6* 1.6* 3.3*
S-3 41 65.3* 31.7% 0.0* 0.0* 2.5*
3-2 52 44.32 53.72 0.0* 0.0* 2.0*
Itetal
Staple
249 53.4* 40.6 % 2.4* O.o* 2.8*
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lien 11. fteal status begins with:
TABLE 27
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES AT WHICH GRADE REAL STATUS
BEGINS
Grade So. 3-4 M S-7 E-3 E-9 ' Notonment
E-9 2 o.o2 100.0?: 0.02 c,o> 0.0$ 0.02 0.02
E-8 2 0.02 0.02 100.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
E-7 8 12.52 12.52 50.02 25.02 0.05& 0.0$ 0.02
2-6 37 5.42 21.62 18.95b 43.32 3.12 0.0$ 2.72
ft»5 k? 2,2% 21.22 34.02 32.22 2.2% 2.2^p 0.02
Ut 60 11.7% 31.6* 26.7% 21.72 3.32 0.0£ 5.02
E-3 41 21.92 21.92 24.42 29.3% 0.02 0.0% 2.52
E-2 52 32.7% 30.75& 21.256 9.62 0.0^ 5.8% 0.02
Total
Sample





Iten 12. I foel that each grade has the prestige It deserves.
EA £8 *8









3-9 2 0.0$ 100.0$ 0.0$ o.o£ 0.0$
S-8 2 0.0$ 0.0^ 50.0$ 50.0f^ 0.0$
l»f a 25.0$ 25.0$ 50.0$ 0.0^ 0.0$
s~6 37 5.4$ 10.8$ 43.6$ 35.2$ 0.0,1;
15-5 47 6.4$ 10.6$ 36.2$ **4.7$ 2.4$
SJ* 60 0.0* 16.7$ 46.6$ 30.0$ 6.7$
£-3 41 2.4$ 34.3$ 41.4$ 14.6$ 7.3$
3-2 52 3.8$ 46.2$ 40.4$ 5.8$ 3.8$
Total
.'>a: iolo
249 4.0$ 24.5$ 42.6$ 24.9$ 4.0$
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Item 13, Uo you feel that * graduated increase of pay within grade
would be a better incentive to "ship over" than the
variable "shipping over" bonus presently An use?
TABLE 29
DISTRIBUTION OF RHSPONSBS TO A GRADUATED INCREASE IN
PAX AS INCENHViS TO "SHIP OVSa"
Grade No. Yes Re
No
Opinion
S-9 2 100.0* 0.0* 0.0*
3-8 2 50.0* 50.0* 0.0*
S-7 8 62.5* 25.0* 12.5*
E-6 37 64.9* 18.9* 16.2*
E-5 47 49.0* 38.3* 12.7*
S-4 60 58.4* 31.6* 10.0*
s-3 41 46.4* 39.0* 14.6*
E-2 52 40.4* **3.0£ 11.6*
Total
Sample
249 52.3* 34.9* 12.8*

J14. Do you fool that the variable "shipping over" bonus retains
people who are rore impressed with the amount of the bonus
than they are interested in a career in the Navy?
TABLE 30
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ON THE EFFECT OF THE VARIABLE
"SHIPPING OVER" DOSUS
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